You’re the Sun
a. You're the sun
b. Time and space (instrumental)
c. There's no way
d. Restless (instrumental)
e. Dark times
f. Going home

g. Crystals (instrumental)
h. Faith
i. Light worker
j. You're the sun (reprise)
k. Fading lights (instrumental)

a. You're the sun
Relentlessly seeking in vain
relief from the times spent in pain
you doubt that you've got all the power
to strike it down by the hour
You're the sun in your universe
you're conducting the world that you're in
We only know how to survive
and we've forgot just how to live
we're lost in shadows of the past
and time is just an illusion
You're the sun in your universe
you're conducting the world that you're in

b. Time and space (instrumental)
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c. There's no way
There's no way
out of this place here
we just have
to go forward now
I lost my connection here
I can't find the way back home
I'm searching for something again
the feeling won't ever go away
There's no way
I can relate to here
it's all new
I am filled with fear
Looking back won't help at all
I can't find the way back home
I feel separated again
from the carefree ocean of love

d. Restless (instrumental)
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e. Dark times
We're riding through dark times
there's just a little light ahead
we're going through the lines
arriving to a new reality
Dark times, we feel so lonely
dark times, we get used to it
dark times, the eternal sleep
dark times, awaking slowly
We want you to like us
can't you say that we're just ok
we want you to feel us
compassion would be much appreciated
Dark times, we feel so lonely
dark times, we get used to it
dark times, the eternal sleep
dark times, awaking slowly
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f. Going home
The crystals are ringing
and I am melting away
I'm floating up and down
and adapting to the light
I'm going home
they all come to greet me
I'm going home
a new world comes to life
Going home, going home
They're calling out my name
I think the energy's cool
I'm feeling my feet now
and I step into the light
I'm going home
they all come to greet me
I'm going home
a new world comes to life
Going home, going home

g. Crystals (instrumental)
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h. Faith
Faith, we gotta have some faith
the truth, who cares about the truth
Amazing Grace was always a hit
no false religions and all that shit
Faith, I'm on my knees
faith, we're true believers
Faith, you find it deep inside
the truth was always to debate
Amazing Grace was always a hit
no false religions and all that shit
Faith, I'm on my knees
faith, we're true believers

i. Light worker
Mental fight we work with our thoughts
letting go of fear and discomfort
we're playing with power
and energy shower
Light worker
soul warrior
light worker
soul seeker
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Mental light, we seek consciousness
letting go of power and control
we're playing with magic
and magnetic fields
Light worker
soul warrior
light worker
soul seeker

j. You're the sun (reprise)
You're lost as a child in the darkness
the way back home is not an option
the show must go on and you know it
you're singing and playing again
You're the sun in your universe
you're conducting the world that you're in
how you think and how you are acting
and deep inside you must know that you're fine

k. Fading lights (instrumental)
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